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Introduction 

Using a JNOS packet node can be either a rewarding or frustrating experience, your choice. 

The JNOS software is capable of many amazing features, few of which are fully understood by those who use the 
systems on a casual basis. 

My goal on these pages is to shed some light on some of the capabilities that JNOS can provide. 

Because JNOS gives the system operator a 
rather wide latitude on how the system can be 
configured, some of the commands I will 
describe may not be available on the node you 
intend to use.  In other cases the commands 
may be available but the system operator has 
modified their behavior somewhat. 

 
Please also understand that JNOS allows the system operator to create new command 'aliases', that are unique to that 
particular system. 

These custom commands appear ahead of the standard commands in the 'alphabet soup' command prompt. 

Custom commands created by a system operator are usually designed to provide an added convenience and functionality 
to the operators and are deserving of your attention. 

This operators guide is meant to be a quick course in USING JNOS, not in setting up JNOS.  It is also meant to be QUICK 
and will therefore not go into minute detail on all the features you may find in JNOS, or into some of the functions that are 
rare to find configured in a JNOS system. 

The 'official' listing of the JNOS operators commands is an appendix at the bottom of the rather large JNOS.doc file 
(http://www.legitimate.org/iook/packet/jnos/jnos.doc ).  There is a highly abbreviated text file version called mbox-
cmds.txt also available (http://www.legitimate.org/iook/packet/jnos/mbox-cmd s.txt ). 

I've taken the JNOS Operators commands out of the larger official document and created two versions, at least one of 
which should be handy for you to use.  Both http://www.legitimate.org/iook/packet/jnos/jnos-ops -cmds1.pdf  or 
http://www.legitimate.org/iook/packet/jnos/jnos-ops -cmds1.doc  contain a full listing of the available JNOS commands 
accessible to the users (if enabled by the system operator). 



Logging In to the JNOS node 

While most hams will connect to the JNOS system via their radios, some will connect via a Telnet session across the 
internet, or via the local keyboard at the JNOS system itself. 

Connecting via the radio is usually simple, you connect to JNOS just as you would any other node or BBS. 

JNOS does, however, allow that various station SSID's  (the -# after the callsign) will cause you to enter the system 
differently. 

Most JNOS implementations greet users with the basic JNOS BBS when they connect, and that is what will be described 
here. 

Connecting to the operating side of JNOS from the actual JNOS computer is done simply by typing 'BBS ' at the JNOS 
command prompt. 

 

Connecting to the JNOS system via Telnet through the internet or across a LAN is not hard either, but there is a major 
caveat to be aware of. 

While the actual telnet connection to JNOS is simple , just get to your command prompt and type 'telnet <url or IP of 
desired JNOS system> ' and in a moment the JNOS BBS login screen will appear.  This is nice, and it's simple. 



 

The problem is that for users of Microsoft Windows, the 
'telnet.exe' program supplied with Windows has a few 
serious flaws that make it rather undesirable. 

Thankfully, there is a freeware download called Putty . 
It is available from the official Putty website on their 
downloads page at http://www.putty.nl/download.html  

Download the 'puttytel.exe ' file and put it somewhere 
convenient on your Windows PC and it runs flawlessly.  It's 
not a large program and there is no official installation for it.  
Putty does a great job and it's much more convenient to use 
than the broken telnet program supplied with Windows. 

 

 

 

Once you connect with the JNOS node you will get the 
LOGIN prompt. At the login prompt, enter your callsign . 

You MUST enter your callsign  at this login prompt as it 
expects your callsign and uses what you enter as the 
source callsign should you connect to another system from 
within JNOS. 

You will next be prompted for a password. 

Pick a convenient password and enter it.  JNOS is NOT by 
default a very secure system -- and some system operators 
are not up to speed on things like password security. 

I would not recommend you using the same password for a 
JNOS account that you would use for online banking--FYI. 

JNOS does not require you to change your password every 
month, or use 'strong passwords', so pick something easy 
to remember and keep in mind that not all JNOS systems 
are very secure. 

 

 



Ports and Outbound Connections 

Now that you've successfully logged into the JNOS node, you need to figure out what the system has to offer. 

The I or INFO command should display a text file that the system operator created that describes what capabilities this 
JNOS system has to offer. 

Hopefully, this file is accurate and not too large in size for the link you are using to connect (I can see that I need to 
update mine!). 

 

After you have read the INFO provided by the I command, you should issue the 'P' command to get a readout of the 
available PORTS. 

JNOS allows for the connection of many different 'ports ' for connecting into and out of the system. 

Many JNOS systems are equipped with more than one radio port, and therefore are not just BBS's with an internet 
gateway, but actual RF crossband gateways too. 

When you issue the 'P' command it shows the available 'AX.25' (that's 'packet radio' if you're new to this) ports that are 
connected to the JNOS node. 

 



Standard AX.25 connections: 

You need to know the ports available in order to make an outbound packet connection. 

If you just type 'C' for 'Connect ' you will get some helpful hints as to how to properly format your connect request 
command. 

 

For example, I will enter the command to connect via the 145.09 port to the COLBBS  mailbox. 

To make this connection I type the following: 

C 145.09 colbbs  

 

As you can see above, the connection was successful.  If there was a problem and I needed to abort the connection, I 
could have typed the CTRL-T (hold down the 'control' key and hit T at the same time). 

 

If I wanted to use a digipeater in the path I would issue the following command: 

C 145.09 colbbs v grtr00  

Whereas 'grtr00 ' is the digi. 

 



NetRom / TheNet connections: 

In areas where NetRom  is in use [TheNet X1j nodes 
function as NetRom] the connections are a bit easier to 
make in JNOS as you don't have to specify the port. 

NetRom  nodes exchange routing information amongst 
the nodes that allow the users to make connections 
without having to worry about the underlying network 
paths.  

 

 

In the case of my JNOS system, issuing the 'N' command 
for 'Nodes ' shows a short list of the available nodes I can 
connect through. 

You can see there are four nodes shown.  The node 'alias' 
is shown first, then a colon, then the callsign of the node. 

I know that the BEN11 node is the main 145.07 node in the 
area and I can connect to it by issuing the simple command: 
C BEN11 

 

 

 

 

Ancillary Comment: 
NetRom  is a wonderful mode.  'BEN11' is accessible as one of the ports on the three port node stack in Empire, MI.  My 
JNOS system uses a 433.1mhz UHF transceiver to connect to the node via the 'BEN12' port.  Access to the BENQMN, 
BEN11, is via the internal wiring of the Empire node. 

If I were to connect to the 'BEN00' node in Benzonia,MI. The NetRom system would connect me automatically through 
BEN12, then to BEN11 and then across 145.07 to BEN00 which is about 20 miles south of the Empire node.  All I would 
need to do is issue the 'C BEN00' command and all the connections would be setup automatically for me. 

 

When I issued the 'B ' command to the BEN11 node I 
was returned to my 'KKBBS ' JNOS system.  

Please note in the 'alphabet soup' line the word EMPIRE 
near the beginning. 

 

EMPIRE is a special 'alias' command  that will make the NetRom connection to the BEN11 node.  It's been added as an 
operator convenience. 

If a user forgets the route to the primary local frequency of 145.07, or to BEN11, they can just type 'EMPIRE' and the 
JNOS system will take them there. 

Any commands shown BEFORE the '?' in the list are 'alias commands' created by the system operator for the 
convenience of the system users. 



Packet Messages and Pmail 

Sending and receiving packet mail in a JNOS system uses the typical commands that most other packet systems use. 

Issuing the 'L ' command will list all unread messages in YOUR AREA . 

 

In JNOS 'AREA ' is a subsection of the mailbox that can 
be viewed separately from other 'areas' in the mail 
system. 

Each station gets their own area.  Your 'AREA' will be 
named by your callsign . 

If you want to see a listing of the various 'AREAS' 
available in the JNOS node, issue the 'A' or 'AF ' 
command.  'AF ' gives a bit more information than the 
simple 'A' command. 

By separating messages into various areas, a user does 
not have to wade through long message listings for 
topics that might not be of interest. 

Explore the various areas by issuing the command 
'A <areaname> ' 

 

 

When you are done exploring the various areas available, you should return to your personal area with 'A <callsign> '. 

As you would expect, the 'R' command followed by a message number will READ a message. 

In your area, the 'K ' command followed by a message number will delete a message.  You might think that 'D' would make 
more sense, but it's being used for file downloads-- 'K ' for 'KILL ' the message is how JNOS likes to think of it. 

Please note in the image to the right that the 'L ' command used near the top just showed the 1 'new' message in the 
ARES area. 

To show ALL the messages (new and old) I needed to 
issue the 'LA ' [that's short for LIST ALL]  command. 

It is best for you to get used to issuing 'LA ' so that you 
don't miss viewing a message by mistake. 

 



If you get lost in JNOS and need some help, there is plenty available for you! 

Just typing the question mark '? ' at the command prompt 
will get you a quick listing of commands that are 
commonly used.  This is a handy hint should you forget 
a commonly used command. 

Below is a listing that you get with the 'H' or 'HELP' 
command.  This is more detailed and allows you to get 
specific assistance on all the subcommands available for 
the respective commands. 

 

 

 

Sending packet mail via JNOS is just the same as with 
any other packet mail system. 

Sadly, we must realize that we're not reliving the packet 
heyday of the 80's where BBS message forwarding was 
ubiquitous and countrywide. 

If the other ham was local to this JNOS system you 
could send the mail by issuing the 'S' command followed 
by the guys callsign. 

Not all JNOS systems are setup to forward mail.  The 
capability is there in JNOS, it's just that the ham 
networks have become defunct in many areas. 

On the plus side, JNOS can send internet email  if the 
JNOS node is connected to the internet.  JNOS 
implements SMTP mail just fine and sending internet 
email is a no-brainer for JNOS. 

 

 

In the above image I sent an email to my internet email address.  After ending the message with the '/ex' it asked me if I 
wanted to send it, and then I hit a 'Y' and then the system responded with 'Msg queued '.  The JNOS system will send this 
message out on the internet within the next couple of minutes. 



Again, I must bear sad news--- inbound email from the internet is rarely enabled in JNOS.  This is due to the spam issues 
that it would cause.  JNOS itself will handle mail just as well as any other mail server -- but few JNOS machines are 
setup for inbound email.  

As you can see, the JNOS outbound email appeared moments later in my Microsoft Outlook regular email client [I have 
emails sorted with colors depending on the particulars of the address-- that's why it's in teal and not black]. 

 

 

The actual message showed up just like any other message. 

As you can see, the hostname of the JNOS hamgate appears in the 'from' header.  If the recipient just hit 'REPLY ' to this 
their email would be bounced back as there's no public access allowed for inbound internet email at 
'hamgate.leelanau.ampr.org'. 

The line at the bottom starting with 'Originated...' is part of a signature line that can be optionally configured into JNOS 
nodes by the system operator. 

 



Converse and Telnet 

One of the more useful functions often found in JNOS 
nodes is the Converse mode. 

Converse  allows multiple JNOS users to talk amongst 
each other, whether the users are all logged into a 
particular JNOS node, or if they are logged into a remote 
JNOS node that is linked into the conference. 

You can look at the converse mode as the ham 
equivalent of a multi-room chat server . 

In 'CONV' you can select a 'CHANNEL ' to use and 
converse with other hams in that 'CHANNEL' just as 
people do on any of the common internet chat systems 
(instant messaging, etc). 

 

In Michigan, the ARPSC JNOS nodes are setup to link their converse modes to a statewide converse server. 

This allows multi-user conversations to take place statewide.  It has been determined that the numbered county 
designator for the county a node is in determines the default 'channel' users from that node use. 

This is especially handy should there be an event in a particular county as officials from across the state will know what 
'channel' to convene on in order to provide support for a particular county.  It also allows for individual counties to organize 
their efforts without being disturbed by similar traffic from other counties if the event encompassed more than one county. 

 

To enter converse, issue the 'CONV' command. 

As you can see from the listing in the above photo, the 
converse mode has it's own commands. 

'/who ' lets you know who else is on converse.  It does 
show users on all channels on the linked servers. 

'/L ' will show any linked servers.  Washtenaw is the main 
converse hub in Michigan. 

'/chan ' shows a listing of just a few of the available 
channels.  There are something like 36,000 channels 
available.  This listing is created locally as a 
convenience to the users.  As a 'thanks' to my friend 
Craig N8KMY I assigned him his very own converse 
channel #1002-- isn't that nice! 

'/chan <chnl #> ' will change your station to using a 
different channel. 

'/b ' exits the converse mode. 

 



Telnet via JNOS 

JNOS provides a full Telnet client that allows you to 
telnet to other computers across the internet. 

You are NOT limited to JNOS computers-- you can 
telnet to any computer that accepts telnet connections. 

Telnet provides a handy method to make a connection to 
other packet hamgates across the world. 

It is via this telnet capability that a station can enter the 
JNOS node via the radio in one part of the state, telnet 
across the internet to another JNOS node elsewhere, 
and then come back out on the radio in that distant 
location. 

 

 

 

In the image above where I'm connecting to the HamGate.Washtenaw.AMPR.org via telnet, I am greeted by a normal 
JNOS login screen.  Once I am connected I can use all the JNOS commands on the Washtenaw system. 

 

 

As you can see from this image, the look of the 
Washtenaw  JNOS system is very much like that of 
Leelanau . 

I issued the 'P' for 'PORTS' command and find that a 
145.76 port is available. 

You will note there is no 'N' command, the 'N' command 
is only available if the NetRom  function is available on 
that node.  Once you get setup on JNOS you should 
send an email to Jay TKL and tell him he's missing out 
on all the NetRom action! [but please don't tell him I 
suggested you write him -- he'll have my head].

 

 

You can see the result of issuing the 'J' for 'J-HEARD ' 
command that allows you to see what stations were 
heard by the system.  You will note Ulrich, DH0GHU on 
the heard list.  Ulrich certainly didn't enter the system via 
145.76mhz, but he was able to telnet into the system via 
the internet and access our packet system from 
Germany. 

 



Downloads & Special Stuff 

JNOS also allows you to download files and upload files to the hard drive of the JNOS server. 

The 'W' command gives you a listing of what is available on the hard drive.  Below is a listing from the 'W' command on 
my JNOS system.  It shows a typical directory with 15 files. 

 

 

The 'D' command for 'DOWNLOAD ' will send to your 
screen the desired file as a text file.  This is fine for the 
text files, but for the 'zip' files shown you will need a 
'uudecoder' to convert the files back to 'zip' format. 

Before  you use this function via the radio be sure to 
make note of the file sizes so that you don't attempt to 
download a large file that will tie up the packet channel 
for a week. 

As you remember, any commands on the command line 
before the '? ' are 'Alias ' commands placed there by the 
system operator for the users convenience.  In Northern 
MI (ARPSC D7) it is our local standard to provide 
information on the local packet nodes within reach of a 
particular system.  I have implemented these as the 
'MAPLCL ' and 'MAPSYS' commands. 

MAPLCL  is an alias command that calls up the 
'maplcl.txt ' file on the hard drive.  Users just have to 
type 'MAPLCL ' and the textual map of the local packet 
nodes will appear on their screen as shown here. 

 



'MAPSYS ' is yet another of those convenient 'alias' commands and calls up the 'mapsys.txt'  file from the hard drive. 

The MAPSYS file is more technical than graphical and gives a depiction of the local area packet nodes from a different 
perspective.  An abbreviated image of the MAPSYS file is below. 

 

While there are more commands that JNOS provides, I hope those that I've described can get you off to a good start and 
are not overly confusing.  Packet operating is not intuitive and that means that for normal people it's not easy to get 
accustomed to. 

Good luck and enjoy packet -- the internet in slow motion! 

73 KF8KK  

 


